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Abstract. Analyzing and organizing large digital data sets can be overwhelming and time consuming. Concept mapping tools such as
CmapTools and Leximancer allow for making meaning and connections, and synthesizing information and research data in a unique
way. This paper presents an exploratory comparative analysis case study that implemented two approaches using these two concept
mapping tools in combination, with the purpose of analyzing and organizing a large publication. The strengths and limitations of each
approach are explored; and, suggestions for replicating the use of the two concept mapping tools in combination in other contexts are
presented.
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Introduction

In a digital age, organizing and mining text can be an overwhelming task, especially when the amount of data is
extensive. For example, comprehensive literature reviews of articles from 1970-2008 could easily include more than
1,000 articles exceeding 3,000,000 words for analysis. Data analysis of such “big literature” (Nunez-Mir, Iannone,
Pijanowski, Kong, & Fei, 2016) can be resource intensive of time and people. Using effective and appropriate
approaches for data organization and analysis is essential.
A number of software tools are available to analyze and organize qualitative data such as NVivo
(http://www.qsrinternational.com/nvivo/what-is-nvivo),
Atlas.ti
(https://atlasti.com/),
MAXQDA
(https://www.maxqda.com/), and Dedoose (https://www.dedoose.com/). Concept mapping tools such as CmapTools
(Cañas et al., 2004) and Leximancer have also been employed in qualitative data analysis. These concept mapping
tools allow for making meaning and connections, and synthesizing information and research data in a unique way.
Most researchers tend to use a single tool for data analysis and do not consider how these tools can work in
complementary ways to maximize data analysis. This paper presents the results of an exploratory comparative
analysis case study using two concept mapping tools for textual analysis of large data. The two tools were used in
combination but employed two approaches. This paper discusses the approaches implemented for using the two
concept mapping tools in combination, the strengths and limitations of each approach, and suggestions for
replicating the use of the two concept mapping tools in combination in other contexts.
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Literature Review

Concept mapping has been recognized as an effective process for identifying concepts and drawing connections
between the concepts (Baugh, McNallen, & Frazelle, 2014; Butler-Kisber & Poldoma, 2010). This functionality of
concept maps enables users to analyze various forms of textual data and draw out main concepts and connections
between them. Therefore, concept maps are often utilized to make meaning of participant interviews or to review
bodies of literature. Conceição, Samuel, and Yelich Biniecki (2017) identified CmapTools and Leximancer as two
concept mapping tools that were used in analyzing textual data.
2.1

CmapTools

CmapTools is based on Novak and Gowin’s (1984) method of “organizing and representing knowledge” (p. 1).
Concepts are represented in boxes and are connected to each other via lines that have linking words on them to show
the relationship between the concepts. Concept maps are represented hierarchically with the most general concepts
placed at the top of the map and becoming more detailed as the map develops. Conceição, Samuel, and Yelich
Biniecki (2017) note that this relational approach to concept mapping has been utilized to conduct textual analysis
and present research findings.

Relational approaches for using concept maps for data analysis have been used to identify themes in a literature
review, summarize interview transcripts, and identify interconnectedness among concepts (Conceição, Samuel, &
Yelich Biniecki, 2017). Vanderheide, Moss, and Lee (2013) used relational concept maps in the first phase of their
literature review study. They created a concept map to identify the main concepts in “moral habitability,” and they
then used these concepts to guide their literature review. Kinchin, Streatfield, and Hay (2010) used concept maps “as
a way of representing information gathered during research interviews” (p. 64). Baugh, McNallen, and Frazelle
(2014) used relational concept maps to identify interconnectedness of data in historical research. While research
studies have used CmapTools for organizing data, CmapTools is more often employed for presenting rather than
analyzing data. Leximancer, on the other hand, has been primarily developed for the purpose of analyzing large data
sets.
2.2 Leximancer
The Leximancer software uses an automated process where an algorithm mines the textual data and extracts
concepts based on the frequency of word usage within the text and concepts are clustered based on their cooccurrence. Leximancer technology was created by Dr. Andrew E. Smith at The University of Queensland, Australia
after seven years of research and development (Leximancer, n.d.). Smith and Humphreys (2006) explain that
Leximancer,
goes beyond keyword searching by discovering and extracting thesaurus-based concepts from the
text data, with no requirement for a prior dictionary, although one can be used if desired. These
concepts are then coded into the text, using the thesaurus as a classifier. The resulting asymmetric
concept co-occurrence information is then used to generate a concept map. (p. 262)
Leximancer shows the results in the form of a concept map where each concept in the map is represented as a
dot. The greater the frequency of the concept, the larger the dot. Concepts that co-occur are placed near each other;
the distance between them indicating their frequency of co-occurrence. Martin and Rice (2007) and Pendergast,
Garvis, and Kanasa (2011) discovered “congruence” in the themes identified by Leximancer and the researchers.
Smith and Humphreys (2006) define the map created by Leximancer as a concept map. Leximancer has been
used extensively in research as a concept mapping tool (Liesch, Håkanson, McGaughey, Middleton, & Cretchley,
2011; Noble, O'Brien, Coombes, Shaw, & Nissen, 2011; Poser, Guenther, & Orlitzky, 2012). However, the map
produced by Leximancer is vastly different from the Novakian model. Leximancer concept maps lack hierarchy and
relationships between concepts. It is important to note that the term “concept map” is loosely used in the context of
Leximancer.
Since Leximancer is a software tool, it can conduct content analysis on large data sets and generate concept
maps much faster than is possible by humans. Researchers have, therefore, used Leximancer to analyze large data
sets of blog posts and posts and comments on community and social media websites. Nunez-Mir et al. (2016) talk of
the “big literature” (p. 1262) phenomenon, referring to the large amounts of scientific and academic literature that is
being published. They contend that only automated content analysis through software like Leximancer can help
“quantify and describe the existing literature on a topic in its entirety” (p. 1266). The speed of Leximancer enabled
Liesch et al. (2011) to conduct a literature review of 1,249 articles spanning the years of 1970-2008 while Poser et
al. (2012) reviewed 165 journal articles. Leximancer allows for a more rapid analysis of data and changes to the
analysis can be repeated more efficiently; however, it does not mean that the overall process is faster as there is a
need to clean and prepare the data for analysis.
While the rapid data analysis using Leximancer was an advantage, Cretchley et al. (2010) acknowledge that it
lacks a nuanced understanding of themes and their relationships that researchers’ repeated reading of texts provides.
Noble et al. (2011) study highlights that a textual analysis can overlook key concepts, which then must be
introduced manually. Kyle, Nissen, and Tett (2008) caution that Leximancer’s reliability is higher with single-word
concepts and reliability drops when multi-word concepts are included.
An analysis of the literature reveals that both tools, CmapTools and Leximancer, have strengths and limitations.
While Leximancer provides speed of analysis, it overlooks relationships between key concepts and the nuances of

concepts. In addition, reliability is dependent on the words that compose each concept. While the creation of concept
maps using CmapTools may be time consuming and require specialized training, the resulting analyses produce
relationships that are more meaningful and relevant.
Text analysis studies, which incorporate concept maps, tend to utilize one or the other concept mapping tool.
They do not use both tools within one study. Therefore, the purpose of this exploratory study was to investigate two
approaches for data analysis and organization of large textual data that use the two concept mapping tools,
CmapTools and Leximancer, in combination.
3

Methodology

Two implementation approaches were employed to compare the strengths and limitations of using CmapTools and
Leximancer in combination. The research questions answered by this study are:
How can concept mapping tools be used to effectively and efficiently analyze and organize large textual data?
• What are the strengths of each approach?
• What are the limitations of each approach?
• How do the tools complement each other?
This research was conducted as an exploratory comparative analysis case study since the two concept mapping
tools have not been used in combination to analyze data (Conceição, Samuel, & Yelich Biniecki, 2017). The lack of
detailed preliminary research in this area inhibits the use of more complex research designs. This methodology
allowed for examining two implementation cases to compare the strengths and limitations of the two approaches
using concept mapping and to provide information for potential replication (Lewis-Beck, Bryman, & Futin, 2004).
3.1 Context of Study
Two implementation cases were employed in the context of a large publication containing four volumes in the field
of adult and continuing education. The four-volume publication aimed at creating a major reference work covering
the knowledge base of the field. The editors of the publication recognized that effective and appropriate processes
were needed to help organize themes within each volume, identify relationships among themes within a volume, and
conceptually link different articles within the overall publication. The intent was to identify concepts in a more
global way and ensure consistency of concepts across the different articles within volumes.
Written by practitioners and scholars from different countries and representing diverse parts of the field, the
publication contains 80 articles ranging from 200 to 3,000 words each spread over the four volumes. The study
focused on the approaches employed by two volumes within the publication. The two concept mapping tools were
initially implemented within Volume 2 of the publication. To explore the effectiveness and appropriateness of the
two tools, the implementation order was then inverted and applied within Volume 3 of the publication.
The “approach” is the order of implementation of tools while the “case” refers to the operationalization of the
approaches. In the implementation of Case 1, Leximancer was used first to conduct a broad analysis of the large
textual data and draw out the main concepts. Then CmapTools was employed to identify themes and relationships
among articles in Volume 2. The process was inverted in the implementation of Case 2 where CmapTools was
employed first followed by Leximancer. These implementation cases allowed for the exploration of the strengths
and limitations of the two tools and how they worked best in combination with each other.
3.2 Implementation of Case 1 (Approach 1)
Volume 2 of the publication used the concept mapping approaches in the following order:
1. Leximancer was used to identify the frequency of words and visually present the co-occurrence of concepts
and the distance between the concepts. To do this, reference lists, author names, keywords, and abstracts
were removed from all articles in Volume 2.
2. The cleaned data were uploaded into Leximancer and the analysis was run. Leximancer generated a list of
themes and the number of hits based on co-occurrence. These themes are shown from most relevant to least

relevant in Table 1, along with concepts close to these themes and the number of hits. The file generated by
Leximancer also provided the sentences where these themes were located, which are not included in this
paper. In Leximancer, a concept is a group of related words or terms that are located within proximity in
the text.
3. Then, the concepts were viewed through a concept map generated by Leximancer. Figure 1 shows two
formats for presenting the major themes that had the most hits and the location of concepts near them. The
dots and lines connecting the dots show connections among the themes and concepts. For example,
“learning” re-occurred the most; it appears in red and is connected to other concepts of “experience,”
“social,” “development,” “professional,” “experiences,” “practice, “knowledge,” and “personal.” Coloredthemes on a Leximancer concept map have a specific meaning. For instance, hot colors (such as red and
orange) indicate the most important themes while cool colors (such as blue and green) imply less relevance.
Theme

Concepts

Hits

Learning
Adult
Learners
Relationships
Provide
Community
Culture
Program
Power
Need
Skills
Example
model

learning, social, development, professional, experiences, practice, knowledge, personal
adult, education, educators, cultural
learners, programs, critical
relationships, mentoring, protégés, mentors, experience, theory
provide, educational
Community
culture, popular
Program
Power
Need
skills
example
model

308
205
143
106
65
43
40
38
29
28
21
20
20

Table 1: Leximancer List of Major Themes, Concepts, and Hits

Figure 1. Leximancer generated concept maps in Case 1.

4. Since the concepts with lower relevance were too broad in the context of the articles, the specific articles
where these terms occurred were extracted and analyzed separately. For example, the themes of
“community,” “culture,” “program,” “power,” “need,” and “skills” had 20 to 40 hits but did not have other
concepts near them; however, they were of great relevance in the context of the publication as seen by the
interconnections shown in Figure 1 through dots and lines. The theme of “example” was a common word
used by article authors based on the publication guidelines. Articles should provide practical examples of

adult education; thus, the word “example” was often included in the articles. The word “example” was not
considered relevant. In this case, Leximancer generated concepts allowed to narrow their scope.
5. The volume editors, who had read all the articles for Volume 2, reviewed the concept ranking from
Leximancer and the key concepts extracted, and developed the table of contents for Volume 2.
6. Based on the table of contents and clues from Leximancer analysis, the introduction for the volume was
developed.
7. Using the volume introduction, a concept map employing CmapTools was drawn out to identify
relationships between concepts among articles. The key concepts from the table of contents were extracted
and identified as the main concepts for Volume 2. Suggestions were made for the inclusion of other
concepts. Figure 2 shows the volume concepts and their interrelationships using CmapTools. The
CmapTools version of the volume provides a graphical representation of the content in the volume as a way
to market the publication and provide a visual summary of the content.

Figure 2. Concept map using CmapTools in Case 1.

3.3 Implementation of Case 2 (Approach 2)
In Volume 3 of the publication, concept mapping approaches were implemented retroactively after the volume had
been published. Volume 3 of the publication used the concept mapping approaches in the following order:
1. This approach started with the creation of a relational concept map using CmapTools. The map was
developed using the article keywords, table of contents in the volume, the introduction to the volume, and
key ideas identified by the consulting editors. (See Figure 3 for the concept map using CmapTools in Case
2)
2. Then, Leximancer content analysis was conducted on all the articles in Volume 3. To enable this,
references, abstracts, keywords, and author names were removed from the articles. These clean data were

then run through Leximancer and a concept map was generated. (See Figure 4 for the Leximancer
generated concept map in Case 2)
3. The concept map and concept ranking developed by Leximancer were reviewed against the concept map
created with CmapTools to provide triangulation of data. At this point, it was observed that the concepts of
“time,” “needs,” “organization,” and “social,” that were ranked highly by Leximancer, were not
represented in the concept map created using CmapTools.
4. The editors drilled down into the occurrences of these concepts, as identified by Leximancer, and
discovered that concepts of “time” and “needs” lacked nuanced analysis. Hence, though ranked highly in
frequency, they were not meaningful in the overall scope of all the articles. The concept of “social” was
repeated often in just two articles but it did not capture the overall essence of the volume. However, reexamining the concept map created with CmapTools led to the addition of “collective advocacy” as a better
representation of the concept of “social.” Re-examination of this concept map also revealed that the theme
of “organization” was embedded in the meaning structure of the map and appeared under different
nomenclature such as “organizational culture.” At the same time, it was noted that the addition of the
concepts of “adult administrative leaders” and “social leaders” needed to be included.

Figure 3. Concept map using CmapTools in Case 2.

Figure 4. Leximancer developed concept map in Case 2.

5. In addition to concepts, the distances between concepts identified by Leximancer led to the development of
additional cross-links in the concept map created with CmapTools. This concept map was refined and
appropriate and meaningful changes were made. (See Figure 5 for the revised concept map using
CmapTools for Case 2)

Figure 5. Revised concept map using CmapTools in Case 2.

4

Results

This exploratory study compared two approaches to data analysis and organization using CmapTools and
Leximancer in combination. Both approaches revealed that CmapTools and Leximancer, used individually, left gaps
in the data analysis. While Leximancer could draw out themes and relationships quickly, the textual data needed to
be scrubbed carefully to avoid inaccuracies. For example, including references in the data set led to the identification
of a repeated concept that was irrelevant such as the name of a city in a reference list. In order for words to be
contextualized, terms needed to be defined accurately for the Leximancer library. This is a time-consuming process
especially for beginners. It takes several iterations to refine the concepts until the researcher is proficient with
Leximancer.
Meagher-Stewart et al. (2012) note that the relational approach to concept mapping is limited in the amount of
time involved to conduct analysis since the researcher is often the tool of analysis. The researcher is solely
responsible for creating the concept map including identifying the concepts and structuring a hierarchy, defining
propositions, and relating concepts through cross-links. Familiarity with the software is required in order to use them
effectively and appropriately. As a software program, CmapTools also involves a learning curve. It requires some
form of training in order to create maps with hierarchical and propositional relationships.
Both tools were time consuming in different ways. Although using the concept mapping tools individually
highlighted limitations, using CmapTools and Leximancer in combination reduced the limitations of each tool
making both approaches effective. Both approaches provided ways to analyze and organize large textual data in their
own ways. When using both concept mapping tools together, they complemented each other and provided
distinctive outcomes.
In approach 1, using Leximancer first allowed for about 25,000 words from one volume to be input into the
software program to draw out and identify relevance of the concepts within a few minutes. The use of the software
program enabled effective identification of broad themes facilitating subsequent collaborative brainstorming and the
creation of the table of contents for the publication. The deep dive into the text using the CmapTools second enabled
the meaningful connection of appropriate concepts across articles in Volume 2. The relational concept map can give
intended readers a graphical summary of the content in the large publication as a way to select the more relevant
articles to them by viewing the interrelationships among concepts before delving into the article.
In approach 2, using CmapTools first followed by Leximancer allowed for triangulation of data and helped
identify missing themes and insightful relationships more effectively and efficiently. The process gave a global view
of Volume 3 with a more insightful perspective.
5

Conclusion

The availability of concept mapping tools such as CmapTools and Leximancer make concept mapping more
accessible to researchers. The use of the two concept mapping tools in combination affords a unique opportunity to
enrich the process of data analysis. The effectiveness of the approaches is in balancing the strengths and limitations
of each concept mapping tool and leveraging their functionality based on the purpose of their use.
Replication of the two approaches is best dictated by the data and research teams. For example, when working
with big literature, such as a literature review of journal articles published on a topic over the past 20 years, it is
more effective to use approach 1 and begin analysis using Leximancer. Broad themes and connections can be
identified, and researchers can then delve into relevant sections to clarify the relationships between the concepts.
When analyzing data in research teams, using Leximancer first ensures a consistency in the main concepts
identified. Smaller data sets, like interviews with a few participants conducted by one researcher, might benefit from
approach 2. Researchers can analyze the data using CmapTools and use Leximancer for triangulation of data in
order to confirm, expand, or broaden data analysis, interpretation, and presentation.
One serious consideration with the use of Leximancer is the cost of the software tool itself. While CmapTools is
open-access, Leximancer does have licensing costs associated with the software. Researchers should consider their

return on investment. If Leximancer is to be used on an ongoing basis, the cost might be justified. However, for a
stand-alone project, Leximancer might prove to be too expensive.
This paper is not an attempt to prove that one tool is better than the other. Rather, the aim of this study was to
explore how research can be strengthened when multiple tools are used in combination. This study assessed two
ways of combining two concept mapping tools, CmapTools and Leximancer, to see if they would benefit research
and data analysis. The findings of this study show that while each tool can be used individually, they are more
powerful when used in combination.
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